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SEVERAL YEARS AGO YOU PUBLISHED A NUMBER OF
scrip items that were apparent frauds, promising portions of
prize funds or estates for modest investments, the 19th Century
equivalent of the Nigerian minister email scams of today.  I con-

tributed an article on one such scam “Additional Scam Artists Leave
Paper Trails, ’Twas Ever Thus,” which you published in the
March/April 2003 issue of Paper Money.

I have acquired another document that may or may not be evi-
dence of yet another 19th Century estate scam.  This time we have a
radically different format: the appearance is that of an obsolete bank
note.  The size is 3” by 615⁄16”.  The treasurer’s signature was on the
engraving plate, not handwritten.  (John C. Smith, with the bottom of
the “J” missing--that really inspires confidence, doesn’t it?)

I warn you not to trust my color-blind eyes, but the color
scheme of the “note” reminds me of the one I see when I look at a faded
1864 Keatinge and Ball Confederate note.  The face is a sickly orange
(or should that be pink?).  The severely faded (and thus only partially
readable) back has purple print and designs on an off-white background.

Why do I say that this may or may not have been a scam?  If
each “owner” exchanged $1 for a 1/350,000th share of the $350,000
“pot,” the transaction obviously was legitimate though not very exciting.

There must have been something more than “swapping money”
going on here.  Perhaps the “prize” in the title indicates that this was a
raffle and that the $1 investment entitled the bearer to one chance at a
substantial portion of the $350,000 “pot.”

The illegible passages on the back will forever remain a mystery
unless another of the handbills turns up, but my cynical nature leads me
to suspect:  (1) that there was no estate; or (2) that if there were an
extate, it was gosssly overvalued at $350,000; or (3) that if there were an
estate accurately valued at $350,000, the organizers of the “fund” held
no legal claim to it.

I hope that the foregoing somehow advances the cause of
numismatic edification.                                                                             v

Was this another 19th century scam?  Most Likely!
by Barney W. Hill

This Mt. Florence Prize Estate and Cash
Fund “One Dollar” handbill, dated August
1871, looks like a 19th Century bank note.
It was apparently printed by “Murry” NYC.
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